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MISSION OVERVIEW

This is the 12th flightof Columbia and the 48th for the space shuttle.

The flight crew for the 13-day STS-50 missionis commander Richard (Dick) N. Richards;
pilot Kenneth (Ken) D. Bowersox; payload commander (lead mission specialist) Bonnie J.
Dunbar; mission specialists Carl J. Meade and Ellen S. Baker; and payload specialists
Lawrence (Larry) J. DeLucas and Eugene (Gene) H. Trinh. The crew will be divided into
a blue team, consisting of Baker, Meade, and Trinh, and a red team, comprised of
Richards, Bowersox, Dunbar, and DeLucas. Each team will work consecutive 12-hour
shifts, providing for around-the-clock operations.

The primary objectiveof STS-50, the firstdedicated extended duration flight in the history
of the shuttleprogram,is to successfullyperformthe plannedoperationsof the United
States MicrogravityLaboratory(USML)-I payload,the firstin a seriesof space shuttle
Spacelabmissionsdedicatedto studyingmicrogravitymaterialsprocessingtechnology
and otherscienceand researchrequiringthe low-gravityenvironmentof Earthorbit.
Designedto helpthe U.S. maintainworldleadershipin microgravityresearchand
development,the USML missionserieswillbringtogetherrepresentativesfrom academia,
industry,and government(10 universities,5 NASA centers,and 3 commercialinterests
on USML-1) to studybasicscientificquestionsand gain new knowledgein materials
science, biotechnology,combustionscience,the physicsof fluids,andthe way energy
and mass are transportedwithinthem. The USML missionswill continuedevelopment
and testingof experimentalflightequipmentfor space stationFreedomandwillbe laying
the scientificfoundationfor microgravityresearchconductedover extendedtime periods.

USML-1 consistsof 31 scientific experiments and associated hardware housed in a
Spacelab long module--made up of a core segment and an experiment segment in the
payload bay--and on the orbiter middeck. A long Spacelab transfer tunnel connects the
Spacelab module with the orbiter middeck. Laboratory hardware includes new
equipment, such as the crystal growth furnace, and some equipment that has flown
previously, such as the solid surface combustion experiment. The experiments include
the following:

The Astroculture-1 hydroponicexperimentis designedto validatea conceptthat was
developedfor supplyingwaterand nutrientsto plantsgrowingin a microgravity
environment.
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The crystal growth furnace will growcrystals of materials (primarilysemiconducting
material,metal,and alloys)that formthe basisof electronicdevices in a microgravity
environment.A directionalsolidificationprocesswill be used. The experimentconsistsof
a large structurethat hasthree furnaces(hightemperature,lowtemperature,and
adiabatic)and a carousel mechanismthat places material samples intothe processing
mechanism. The CGF dictates the orbiter'sattitude,sinceit requiresthat the longaxisof
the furnacebe pointedalongthe velocityvector. Fourdifferentsamples (HgCdTe, GaAs,
CdTe, and HgZnTe) willbe processedwith rundurationsof 1,2, 4, and 6 days.

The drop physics module is an instrumentfor conductingcontaineriessmaterial
propertiesand materialsprocessingexperimentsin space. The module usesacoustic
waves to holda drop of a particularmaterial inthe middleof the container. The
experimentcomplementon USML-1 includesan investigationof surface-controlled
phenomena(high-puritywater), a studyof rotating,oscillatingdrops (water, glycerine,and
siliconeoil),and an investigationof the kineticsof compounddrops (water,siliconeoil).
In addition,instrumentcalibrationandcapabilitydemonstrationsare planned. Basic
physicsexperimentssuchas these may providenew insightsintoprocessessuchas cell
encapsulation,which involvessurroundinglivingcellswith a membraneto protectthem
fromharmfulantibodies. This methodcould have tremendouspotentialinthe treatment
of severaldiseases.

The extended duration orbiter medical project consistsof three majorcomponents:
the in-flightlowerbodynegativepressureexperiment(LBNP), the heart rate andblood
pressurevariabilityduringspace flightexperiment,and the air monitoringinstrument
evaluationand atmospherecharacterizationexperiment. The LBNP experimentis used
to evaluatethe effectivenessof the combinationof fluid loading(ingestionof salt tablets
and water)duringapplicationof negativepressureto the lowerbodyin reversingspace
flight-incurredcardiovascularchanges. The objective of the study isto evaluate the
effectivenessof fluidloadingduringLBNPin improvingtoleranceof an LBNP stress
protocol. The heart rate and bloodpressurevariabilityduringspace flightexperimentwill
determineif heart rate and arterial bloodpressureexhibitlessvariabilityin a microgravity
environmentthan on Earth. The air monitoringinstrumentevaluationand atmosphere
characterizationexperimentwill evaluate andverifythe microbialair samplerto ensure
properfunctionand operationsinorbit. In addition,data willbe collectedon microbial
contaminantlevelsduringmissionsof variousdurations. The data willbe usedto
establishbaseline levelsand to evaluate potentialrisksto crew healthand safety. LBNP
hasflownbeforeon STS-32, -43, and -44; heart rate and bloodpressurevariabilityduring
space flight hasflown beforeon STS-41, -35, -39, -43, and -48; and the microbialair
sampler has flownpreviouslyon STS-1 and -42.
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The generic bioprocessing apparatus payload isdesignedas a self-containedmixing
and heatingmoduleusedto processbiologicalfluidsamplesin a microgravity
environment, itwill supportupto 132 individualexperimentson smallquantitiesof
samples rangingfrommoleculesto small organisms. The experimenthardware is located
inthe SMIDEX rackinthe module,and refrigeratedsamples (4 degrees Celsius)willbe
kept in the GBA refrigerator/incubatormodulelocated inthe middeck.

The glovebox facilitywillhouse16 experimentsto be conductedina closedenvironment.
These will includecomplementaryexperimentsin fluiddynamics,proteincrystalgrowth,
and combustionscience, as well as technologydemonstrations. It is an enclosedworking
area that willbe usedfor all specimenmanipulationsto preventmaterialsfromentering
the Spacelab moduleatmosphereandto preventcontaminationof the materialswhen its
containmenthasto be openedfor observations,microscopy,photography,etc.

The primaryobjectiveof the protein crystal growth experimentsis to producelarge,high
qualitycrystalsof selected proteinsundercontrolledconditionsin microgravity.The
resultsare applicableto the developmentof new/improvedmedicinesandfoodswith
improvednutritionalvalue. There willbe two refrigerator/incubatormodulesonthe orbiter
middeck,oneat 22 degrees Celsiusandone at 4 degreesCelsius. PCG has flown
previouslyon STS-26, -29,-31, -32, -37, -42, -43, -48, and -49.

The space acceleration measurement system is a microprocessor-drivendata
acquisitionsystemused to measureand recordthe Spacelab microgravityacceleration
environment. Accelerationinformationwillhelpscientistsbetterunderstandtheirflight
experimentsby comparingresultswithvibrationlevelsencounteredinthe shuttle. This
informationwill also assistengineersas they designequipmentand planthe placementof
sensitiveexperimentson futuremissions.SAMS has flownbeforeon STS-40, -42, and
-43.

The primary objectiveof the solid surface combustion experiment is to measure flame
spread rate,solid-phasetemperature,and gas-phasetemperaturefor flames spreading
over rectangularfuel beds of polymethylacrylateor ashlessfilterpaper in the reduced-
gravityenvironmentof space. SSCE hasflownbeforeon STS-40 and -41.

The purposeof the surface tension driven convection experiment is to measure, by
videophotographyand subsequentdigitalanalysis,howthermocapillaryflow (the fluid
motiongeneratedby surface tensionvariationsdue to a temperaturedifferencealongthe
interfaceof a fluid)affects containerlessmaterialsprocessinginthe microgravity
environment. The knowledgegained may assistin improvingproductionof glassesand
ceramics, semiconductorand protein crystals, metals,and alloys. In the experiment, a 4-
in. diameter by 2-in. deep container of silicone oil is heated and data is collected on the

,_-- velocityprofile of the cross section of the oil. Two different methodsof heatingare used:
surface heating by a carbon dioxide laser and internal heating by a heater cartridge. The
effects of both are studied.
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The objectiveof the zeolite crystal growth experiment is to evaluatethe synthesisof
largezeolitecrystalsin microgravity.Zeolitesare complexarrangementsof silicaand
aluminathat occurnaturallyas well as synthetically.Becauseof their molecularsieve
characteristics,zeolitesare used as highlyselectivecatalysts,absorbents,and ion
exchangematerials.

USML-1 experiments are sponsored by NASA and are managed by NASA's Marshall
Space FlightCenter, Huntsville,Ala.

Three secondary objectiveswill be flown on STS-50: Investigations Into Polymer
Membrane Processing, Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment II, and the Ultraviolet Plume
Instrument.

The objective of the. IPMP payload, sponsored by the Battelle Advanced Materials Center,
a NASA center for the commercial development of space, is to investigate the formation
of polymer membranes in microgravity. IPMP research could lead to possible advances
in filtering technologies.

SAREX-II, sponsored by NASA, the American Radio Relay League/Amateur Radio
Satellite Corporation, and the Johnson Space Center Amateur Radio Club, will establish
crew voice communication with amateur radio stations within the line of sight of the
orbiter.

The UVPI is a payload of opportunitythat will be conducted if time permits. It does not
require any on-board hardware. It is a Department of Defense payload located on the
Low-Power Atmospheric Compensation Experiment satellite, a Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization satellite in low Earth orbit, uVPrs sensors will be trained on the
orbiter to obtain imagery and/or signature data to calibrate the sensors and to observe jet
firings during cooperative encounters of the orbiter with the LACE satellite.

At 12 days, 20 hours, 28 minutes, STS-50 will be the longest shuttle missionto date. The
extended duration is made possible through conversion of Columbia into an extended
duration orbiter capable of flights of up to 16 days in length. Under a 1988 NASA
amendment to an existing Rockwell shuttle orbiter contract, Rockwell International
Corporation's Space Systems Division (SSD) designed, developed, certified, and
produced an extended duration orbiter (EDO) mission kit that will allow a shuttle to remain
in orbit for up to 16 days, plus a two-day contingency capability. The EDO modification
program is designed to reduce the number of flights required to accomplish tasks; lower
risks, costs, and vehicle wear; and substantially increase the volume of data that can be
collected on a mission.
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Major 16-day EDO mission kit elements produced by Rockwell under the terms of the
contract include a set of cryogenic liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks mounted on a
special pallet in the payload bay that provides supplemental reactants for the shuttle's
electrical generation system, a regenerating system for removing carbon dioxide from the
crew cabin atmosphere, an improved waste collection system that compacts human
wastes, additional nitrogen tanks for the crew cabin atmosphere, and crew cabin
improvements in equipment storage and habitable volume. Rockwell modified Columbia
for a 16-day EDO capability during a major modification period at Rockwell's Orbiter
Assembly and Modification Facility in Palmdale, Calif., from August 1991 to February
1992.

In addition to conversion into the shuttle fleet's first extended duration orbiter, Columbia
underwent a complete structural inspection, installation of a drag chute, calibration of its
wing strain gauges, and nearly 50 other avionics, subsystems, and structures/thermal
protection system upgrades to improve vehicle performance during its six-month
modification period at Rockwell's Palmdale facility. The changes were designed to
maintain Columbia's structural integrity, keep the fleet uniform and technologically up-to-
date and enhance vehicle turnaround time.

Fifteen detailed test objectives and twenty detailed supplementary objectives are
scheduled to be flown on STS-50.
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MISSION STATISTICS

Vehicle: Columbia(OV-102), 12th flight

Launch Date/Time:

6/25/92 12:07 p.m., EDT
11:07 a.m., CDT
9:07 a.m., PDT

Launch Site: KennedySpace Center (KSC), Fla.--LaunchPad 39A

Launch Window: 3 hours,7 minutes(2 hours,30 minutescrew on backconstraint)

Mission Duration: 12 days, 20 hours,28 minutes

Landing: Nominalend-of-missionlandingon orbit206

7/8/92 8:35 a.m., EDT
7:35 a.m., CDT
5:35 a.m., PDT

Runway: Nominalend-of-missionlandingon concreterunway22, EdwardsAir Force
Base (EAFB), Calif. Weather alternatesare KennedySpace Center, Fla., and Northrup
Strip (NOR), White Sands, New Mexico.

Transatlantic Abort Landing: Banjul,Gambia; alternates:Ben Guerir, Morocco;Rota,
Spain

Return to Launch Site: KSC

Abort-Once-Around: EAFB;alternates:KSC and NOR

Inclination: 28.45 degrees

Ascent: Theascent profileforthis missionis a directinsertion. Only one orbital
maneuveringsystemthrustingmaneuver,referredto as OMS-2, is usedto achieve
insertioninto orbit. This direct-insertionprofileloftsthe trajectoryto providethe earliest
opportunityfororbit inthe eventof a problemwith a space shuttlemain engine.
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The OMS-1 thrusting maneuver after main engine cutoff plusapproximately2 minutesis
eliminatedinthisdirect-insertionascentprofile. The OMS-1 thrustingmaneuver is
replacedby a 5-foot-per-secondreactioncontrolsystemmaneuverto facilitatethe main
propulsionsystempropellantdump,

Altitude: 160 nauticalmiles(184 statutemiles)circularorbit

Space Shuttle Main Engine Thrust Level During Ascent: 104 percent

Space Shuttle Main Engine Locations:

No. 1 position:Engine2019
No. 2 position:Engine2031
No. 3 position:Engine2011

External Tank: : ET-50

Solid Rocket Boosters: BI-051

Editor's Note: The following weightdata are current as of June 16, 1992.

Total Lift-off Weight: Approximately 4,519,680 pounds

Orbiter Weight, Including Cargo, at Lift-off: Approximately 257,265 pounds

Orbiter (Columbia) Empty, and 3 SSMEs: Approximately 180,784 pounds

Payload Weight Up: Approximately 24,589 pounds

Payload Weight Down: Approximately 24,589 pounds

Orbiter Weight at Landing: Approximately 228,003 pounds

Payloads-Payload Bay (* denotes primary payload): United States Microgravity
Laboratory 1", Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment

Payloads--Middeck: Investigations Into Polymer Membrane Processing; Shuttle Student
Amateur Radio Experiment II; zeolite Crystal Growth, Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus,
Astroculture, Protein Crystal Growth (all part of USML-1)

Other Mission Objective-No Flight Hardware: Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
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Flight Crew Members:

Red Team:

Commander: Richard (Dick) N. Richards, third space shuttle flight
Pilot: Kenneth(Ken) D. Bowersox,firstspace shuttleflight
Payload Commander (MS1): BonnieJ. Dunbar,thirdspace shuttleflight
Payload Specialist 1: Lawrence(Larry)J. DeLucas, firstspace shuttleflight

Blue Team:

Mission Specialist 2: EllenS. Baker,secondspace shuttleflight
Mission Specialist 3: Carl J. Meade, secondspace shuttleflight
Payload Specialist 2: Eugene (Gene) H. Trinh, firstspace shuttleflight

Richards, Bowersox, and Baker make up the orbiter crew, which operates the Shuttle and
Spacelab systems monitored by the Mission Control Center at NASA's Johnson Space
Center, Houston, Texas. DeLucas, Trinh, Dunbar, and Meade form the science crew,
which will operate the USML-1 experiments monitored by the Payload Operations Control
Center at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.

Ascent Seating:

Flight deck, front left seat, commander Richard (Dick) N. Richards
Flight deck, front right seat, pilot Kenneth (Ken) D. Bowersox
Flight deck, aft center seat, mission specialist Ellen S. Baker
Flight deck, aft right seat, payload commander Bonnie J. Dunbar
Middeck, mission specialist Carl J. Meade
Middeck, payload specialist Lawrence J. DeLucas
Middeck, payload specialist Eugene H. Trinh

Entry Seating:

Flight deck, front left seat,commander Richard (Dick) N. Richards
Flightdeck, front rightseat, pilotKenneth(Ken) D. Bowersox
Flightdeck, aft center seat, missionspecialistEllenS. Baker
Flightdeck, aft rightseat, missionspecialistCarlJ. Meade
Middeck,payloadcommanderBonnieJoDunbar
Middeck,payloadspecialistLawrenceJ. DeLucas
Middeck,payloadspecialistEugeneH. Trinh
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Extravehicular Activity Crew Members, If Required:

Extravehicular (EV) astronaut 1"Ellen S• Baker
EV-2: Carl J. Meade

Intravehicular Astronaut: Kenneth (Ken) D. Bowersox

STS-50 Flight Directors:

Orbit ?_./Lead:Bob Castle
Orbit 1: Rich Jackson
Orbit 4: Rob Kelso
Orbit 3: Gary Coen
Ascent/Entry/Orbit 3: Jeff Bantle

Entry: Automatic mode until subsonic, then control stick steering

Notes:

. The remote manipulator system is not installed in Columbia's payload bay for this
mission

• The galley is installed in Columbia's middeck

• Four flight control teams will be used instead of the usual three due to the length of the
mission

• Landing is planned at EAFB concrete runway 22/04 because of Columbia's heavier
landing weight (approximately 228,000 pounds at x-cg of 1080.8 in.) and vehicle mass
movement (approximately 1.72E06 ft-pounds). The STS-50 nominal end-of-mission
landing weight is the second heaviest in the history of the program to date (STS-32
nominal end-of-mission weight was 228,400 pounds at x-cg of 1080.5).

• STS-50 is the first flight of carbon brakes on Columbia and will use the lighter braking
profile, if possible, for the end of the mission• Given the wind conditions of the day
combined with the heavy weight of the vehicle and use of the 300-knot outer glide
slope, performance of the light braking DTO may not be done if the drag chute is not
deployed• A real-time evaluation of braking requirements will be performed to
determine whether the light braking profile is acceptable with/without the drag chute
deployment• For those cases where the light braking profile is not acceptable (rollout
margin of less than 2,000 feet) the standard braking profile will be used.
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MISSION OBJECTIVES

• Primary Objective
- United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML)-I

• Secondary Objectives
- Middeck

• Investigations Into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
• Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX)-II

- Payload Bay
• Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment (OARE)

• Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI) (payload of opportunity--no flight hardware)
• Development Test Objectives/Detailed Supplementary Objectives
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FLIGHT ACTIVITIES OVERVIEW

Flight Day 1

Launch
OMS-2
Unstowcabin
Spacelab activation
Payload activation

Flight Days 2 - 12,

USML-1 operations

Flight Day 13

f Crew press conference
RCS hot-fire test
FCS checkout

Flight Day 14

Spacelab deactivation
Deorbit preparation
Deorbit burn
Landing

Notes:

• Each flightday includesa numberof scheduledhousekeepingactivities. These include
inertialmeasurementunitalignment,supplywaterdumps(as required),wastewater
dumps(as required), fuelcell purge,Ku-bandantenna cable repositioning,and a daily
privatemedicalconference.
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STS-50 CREW ASSIGNMENTS

* Denotesprimaryresponsibility

Commander (Richard N. Richards):

Overall missiondecisions

Payload--IPMP,SAREX*

DTOs/DSOs--DTOs 251", 312", 519", 521", 666, 805*, and910; DSOs 605, 621, and
904

Other--medic

Pilot (Kenneth D. Bowersox):

Orbiter--IFM*

Payload--IPMP*

DTOs/DSOs--DTOs 251,519, 521,623*, 645, 658*, 663, 665", 666, and805; DSOs
605, 614, 617, 618, and 904

Other--intravehicularastronaut*, Earth observations, photo/TV

Payload Commander (MS1) (Bonnie J. Dunbar):

Payload--IFM (Spacelab), USML*

DTOs/DSOs--DTO 655*; DSOs 314", 478, 611,613, 617, and 904

Mission Specialist 2 (Ellen S. Baker):

Orbiter--IFM

Payload--SAREX

DTOs/DSOs--DTOs 645", 658, 663", 665, and910"; DSOs 472*, 484", 614, 617, 620
/_ (setup),621,802*, and 904

Other--EVA 1, medic*, Earth observations*, photo/TV*
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Mission Specialist 3 (Carl J. Meade):

Payload--IFM(Spacelab), USML

DTOs/DSOs--DTOs 312 and655; DSOs 472, 474, 484, 601,603", 611,618 (control),
and 904

Other--EVA 2

Payload Specialist I (Lawrence J. DeLucas):

DTOs/DSOs--DSOs 472, 474, 476, 603, 605, 611,613, 620 (spotter),and 904

Payload Specialist 2 (Eugene H. Trinh):

DTOs/DSOs--DSOs 472, 474, 484, 601,603, 611,620, 621, and904
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DEVELOPMENT TEST OBJECTIVES/DETAILED SUPPLEMENTARY OBJECTIVES

* indicates part of USML-1 payload

DTOs

Ascent aerodynamic distributed loads verification on Columbia (DTO 236)
Entryaerodynamiccontrolsurfacestest -- alternateelevonschedule, part1(DTO 251)
Ascentwingstructuralcapabilityevaluation(DTO 301D)
Entry structuralcapabilityevaluation(DTO 307D)
ET TPS performance--methods1 and 2 (DTO 312)
On-orbitPRSD cryo hydrogenboil-off (DTO 413)
Carbon brakesystem test, condition5 (DTO 519)
Orbiterdrag chuteSYstem,test0 (DTO 521)
Cabinair monitoring(DTO 623)
Foot restraintevaluation(DTO 655)
Evaluationof the ergometervibrationisolationsystem(DTO 658)

ff_

Acousticalnoisedosimeterdata (DTO 663)
Acousticalnoisesoundleveldata (DTO 665)
Modify ECLSS supplyair ductingto providechilledair to suitedcrew members (DTO
666)

. Orbiterexperiment (OEX) orbitalaccelerationresearchexperiment(OARE) (DTO 910)

DSOs

• Columbia accelerations data collection to support microgravity disturbancesexperiment
(DSO 314)

• Intraocular pressure (DSO 472)
• In-flight retinal vascular changes detected by digital image analysis and correlation with

space adaptation syndrome (DSO 474)
In-flight lower body negative pressure (DSO 478)*
Assessment of circadian shifting in astronauts by bright light (DSO 484)
Heart rate and blood pressure variability during space flight (DSO 602)*
Orthostatic function during entry, landing, and egress (DSO 603B)
Postural equilibrium control during landing/egress (DSO 605)
Air monitoring instrument evaluation and atmosphere characterization, microbial air
sampler, configuration 2 (DSO 611)*

• Changes in the endocrine regulation of orthostatic tolerance following space flight
(DSO 613)

• The effect of prolongedspace flighton head and gaze stabilityduringlocomotion
(DSO 614)
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• Evaluation of functional skeletal muscle performance following space flight, group 1
(DSO 617)

• Effects of intense exercise during space flight on aerobic capacity and orthostatic
function (DSO 618)

• Physiological evaluation of astronaut seat egress ability at wheel stop (DSO 620)
In-flight use of Florinef to improve orthostatic intolerance postflight (DSO 621)
Educational activities, objective 1 (DSO 802)
Documentary television (DSO 901)
Documentary motion picture photography (DSO 902)
Documentary still photography (DSO 903)
Assessment of human factors (DSO 904)
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STS-50 PRELAUNCH COUNTDOWN

T- (MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINAL COUNTDOWN EVENT

06:00:00 Verification of the launch commit criteria is complete at this time. The
liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen systems chill-down commences in order
to condition the ground line and valves as well as the external tank (ET) for
cryo loading. Orbiter fuel cell power plant activation is performed.

05:50:00 The space shuttle main engine (SSME) liquid hydrogen chill-down
sequence is initiated by the launch processing system (LPS). The liquid
hydrogen recirculation valves are opened and start the liquid hydrogen
recirculation pumps. As part of the chill-down sequence, the liquid
hydrogen prevalves are closed and remain closed until T minus 9.5
seconds.

05:30:00 Liquid oxygen chill-down is complete. The liquid oxygen loading begins.
The liquid oxygen loading starts with a "slow fill" in order to acclimate the
ET. Slow fill continues until the tank is 2-percent full.

05:15:00 The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen slow fill is complete and the fast fill
begins. The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen fast fill will continue until
that tank is 98-percent full.

05:00:00 The calibration of the inertial measurement units (IMUs) starts. The three
IMUs are used by the orbiter navigation systems to determine the position
of the orbiter in flight.

04:30:00 The orbiter fuel cell power plant activation is complete.

04:00:00 The Merritt Island (MILA) antenna, which transmits and receives
communications, telemetry and ranging information, alignment verification
begins.

03:45:00 The liquid hydrogen fast fill to 98 percent is complete, and a slow topping-
off process is begun and stabilized to 100 percent.

03:30:00 The liquid oxygen fast fill is complete to 98 percent.
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T-(MINUS)
HR:MIN:SEC TERMINAL COUNTDOWN EVENT

03:20:00 The main propulsion system (MPS) helium tanks begin filling from
2,000 psi to their full pressure of 4,500 psi.

03:15:00 Liquid hydrogen stable replenishment begins and continues until just
minutes prior to T minus zero.

03:10:00 Liquid oxygen stable replenishment begins and continues until just minutes
prior to T minus zero.

03:00:00 The MILA antenna alignment is completed.

03:00:00 The orbiter closeout crew goes to the launch pad and prepares the
orbiter crew compartment for flight crew ingress.

03:00:00 Begin 2-hour planned hold. An inspection team examines the ET for
t:l.gJ.£[[_g ice or frost formation on the launch pad during this hold.

03:00:00 Two-hour planned hold ends.
Counting

02:55:00 Flight crew departs Operations and Checkout (O&C) Building for launch
pad.

02:25:00 Flight crew orbiter and seat ingress occurs.

02:10:00 Post ingress software reconfiguration occurs.

02:00:00 Checking of the launch commit criteria starts at this time.

02:00:00 The ground launch sequencer (GLS) software is initialized.

01:50:00 The solid rocket boosters' (SRBs') hydraulic pumping units' gas
generator heaters are turned on and the SRBs' aft skirt gaseous
nitrogen purge starts.

01:50:00 The SRB rate gyro assemblies (RGAs) are turned on. The RGAs are
used by the orbiter's navigation system to determine rates of motion of the
SRBs during first-stage flight.

01:35:00 The orbiter accelerometer assemblies (AAs) are powered up.
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01:35:00 The orbiter reaction control system (RCS) control drivers are powered up.

01:35:00 The flight crew starts the communications checks.

01:25:00 The SRB RGA torque test begins.

01:20:00 Orbiter side hatch is closed.

01:10:00 Orbiter side hatch seal and cabin leak checks are performed.

01:01:00 IMU preflight align begins. Flight crew functions from this point on will be
initiated by a call from the orbiter test conductor (OTC) to proceed. The
flight crew will report back to the OTC after completion.

01:00:00 The Orbiter RGAs and AAs are tested.

00:50:00 The flight crew starts the orbiter hydraulic auxiliary power units' (APUs')
water boilers preactivation.

00:45:00 Cabin vent redundancy check is performed.

00:45:00 The GLS mainline activation is performed.

00:40:00 The eastern test range (ETR) shuttle range safety system (SRSS) terminal
count closed-loop test is accomplished.

00:40:00 Cabin leak check is completed.

00:32:00 The backup flight control system (BFS) computer is configured.

00:30:00 The gaseous nitrogen system for the orbital maneuvering system (OMS)
engines is pressurized for launch. Crew compartment vent valves are
opened.

00:26:00 The ground pyro initiator controllers (PICs) are powered up. They are
used to fire the SRB hold-down posts, liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen
tail service mast (TSM), and ET vent arm system pyros at lift-off and the
SSME hydrogen gas burn system prior to SSME ignition.

00:25:00 Simultaneous air-to-ground voice communications are checked. Weather
aircraft are launched.
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00:22:00 The primary avionics software system (PASS) is transferred to the BFS
computer in order for both systems to have the same data. In case of a
PASS computer system failure, the BFS computer will take over control of
the shuttle vehicle during flight.

00:21:00 The crew compartment cabin vent valves are closed.

00:20:00 A 10-minute planned hold starts.

Hold 10 All computer programs in the firing room are verified to ensure that the
Minutes proper programs are available for the final countdown. The test team is

briefed on the recycle options in case of an unplanned hold.

The landing convoy status is again verified and the landing sites are
verified ready for launch.

The IMU preflight alignment is verified complete.

Preparations are made to transition the orbiter onboard computers to Major
Mode (MM)-101 upon coming out of the hold. This configures the
computer memory to a terminal countdown configuration.

00:20:00 The 10-minute hold ends.

Counting Transition to MM-101. The PASS onboard computers are dumped and
compared to verify the proper onboard computer configuration for launch.

00:19:00 The flight crew configures the backup computer to MM-101 and the test
team verifies the BFS computer is tracking the PASS computer systems.
The flight crew members configure their instruments for launch.

00:18:00 The Mission Control Center-Houston (MCC-H) now loads the onboard
computers with the proper guidance parameters based on the
prestated lift-off time.

00:16:00 The MPS helium system is reconfigured by the flight crew for launch.

00:15:00 The OMS/RCS crossfeed valves are configured for launch.

All test support team members verify they are "go for launch."
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00:12:00 Emergencyaircraft and personnelare verified on station.

00:10:00 All orbiteraerosurfaces and actuators are verified to be in the proper
configuration for hydraulic pressure application. The NASA test director
gets a "go for launch" verification from the launch team.

00:09:00 A planned 10-minute hold starts.

Hold10
Minutes NASA and contractor projectmanagers will be formally polled by the

deputydirectorof NASA, Space ShuttleOperations,on the Space Shuttle
ProgramOffice communicationsloopduringthe T minus9-minute hold. A
positive"go for launch"statementwillbe requiredfrom each NASA and
contractorprojectelementpriorto resumingthe launchcountdown.The
loopwillbe recordedand maintainedinthe launchdecisionrecords.

All test support team membersverify that they are "go for launch."

Final GLS configuration is complete.

00:09:00 The GLS auto sequence starts and the terminal countdown begins.
Counting

From this point, the GLSs in the integration and backup consoles are the
primary control until T-0 in conjunction with the onboard orbiter PASS
redundant-set computers.

00:09:00 Operations recorders are on. MCC-H, Johnson Space Center, sends a
command to turn these recorders on. They record shuttle system
performance during ascent and are dumped to the ground once orbit is
achieved.

00:08:00 Payload and stored prelaunch commands proceed.

00:07:30 The orbiter access arm (OAA) connecting the accesstower and the orbiter
side hatch is retracted. If an emergency arises requiring flight crew
activation, the arm can be extended either manually or by GLS computer
control in approximately 30 seconds or less.

- 00:06:00 APU prestart occurs.
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00:05:00 Orbiter APUs start. The orbiter APUs provide pressure to the three orbiter
hydraulic systems. These systems are used to move the SSME engine
nozzles and aerosurfaces.

00:05:00 ET/SRB range safety system (RSS) is armed. At this point, the firing circuit
for SRB ignition and destruct devices is mechanically enabled by a motor-
driven switch called a safe and arm device (S&A).

00:04:30 As a preparation for engine start, the SSME main fuel valve heaters are
turned off.

00:04:00 The final helium purge sequence, purge sequence 4, on the SSMEs is
started in preparation for engine start.

00:03:55 At this point, all of the elevons, body flap, speed brake, and rudder are
moved through a preprogrammed pattern. This is to ensure that they will
be ready for use in flight.

00:03:30 Transfer to internal power is done. Up to this point, power to the space
vehicle has been shared between ground power supplies and the onboard
fuel cells.

The ground power is disconnected and the vehicle goes on internal power
at this time. It will remain on internal power through the rest of the mission.

00:03:25 The SSMEs' nozzles are moved (gimbaled) through a preprogrammed
pattern to ensure that they will be ready for ascent flight control. At
completion of the gimbal profile, the SSMEs' nozzles are in the start
position.

00:02:55 ET liquid oxygen prepressurization is started. At this point, the liquid
oxygen tank vent valve is closed and the ET liquid oxygen tank is
pressurized to its flight pressure of 21 psi.

00:02:50 The gaseous oxygen arm is retracted. The cap that fits over the ET nose
cone to prevent ice buildup on the oxygen vents is raised off the nose cone
and retracted.

00:02:35 Up until this time, the fuel cell oxygen and hydrogen supplies have been
adding to the onboard tanks so that a full load at lift-off is assured. This
filling operation is terminated at this time.
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00:02:30 The caution/warning memory is cleared.

00:01:57 Since the ET liquid hydrogen tank was filled, some of the liquid hydrogen
has turned into gas. In order to keep pressure in the ET liquid hydrogen
tank low, this gas was vented off and piped out to a flare stack and burned.
In order to maintain flight level, liquid hydrogen was continuously added to
the tank to replace the vented hydrogen. This operation terminates, the
liquid hydrogen tank vent valve is closed, and the tank is brought up to a
flight pressure of 44 psia at this time.

00:01:15 The sound suppression system will dump water onto the mobile launcher
platform (MLP) at ignition in order to dampen vibration and noise in the
space shuttle. The firing system for this dump, the sound suppression
water power bus, is armed at this time.

00:01:00 The SRB joint heaters are deactivated.

00:00:55 The SRB MDM critical commands are verified.

00:00:47 The liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen outboard fill and drain valves are
closed.

00:00:40 The external tank bipod heaters are turned off.

00:00:38 The onboard computers position the orbiter vent doors to allow payload
bay venting upon lift-off and ascent in the payload bay at SSME ignition.

The SRB forward MDM is locked out.

00:00:37 The gaseous oxygen ET arm retract is confirmed.

00:00:31 The GLS sends "go for redundant set launch sequence start." At this point,
the four PASS computers take over main control of the terminal count.
Only one further command is needed from the ground, "go for main engine
start," at approximately T minus 9.7 seconds. The GLS in the integration
console in the launch control center still continues to monitor several
hundred launch commit criteria and can issue a cutoff if a discrepancy is
observed. The GLS also sequences ground equipment and sends
selected vehicle commands in the last 31 seconds.
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00:00:28 Two hydraulic power units in each SRB are started by the GLS. These
provide hydraulic power for SRB nozzle gimbaling for ascent first-stage
flight control.

The orbiter vent door sequence starts.

00:00:21 The SRB gimbal profile is complete. As soon as SRB hydraulic power is
applied, the SRB engine nozzles are commanded through a
preprogrammed pattern to assure that they will be ready for ascent flight
control during first stage.

00:00:21 The liquid hydrogen high-point bleed valve is closed.

The SRB gimbal test begins.

00:00:18 The onboard computers arm the explosive devices, the pyrotechnic initiator
controllers, that will separate the T-0 umbilicals, the SRB hold-down posts,
and SRB ignition, which is the final electrical connection between the
ground and the shuttle vehicle.

00:00:16 The sound suppression system water is activated.

00:00:15 If the SRB pyro initiator controller (PIC) voltage in the redundant-set launch
sequencer (RSLS) is not within limits in 3 seconds, SSME start commands
are not issued and the onboard computers proceed to a countdown hold.

00:00:13 The aft SRB MDM units are locked out. This is to protect against electrical
interference during flight. The electronic lock requires an unlock command
before it will accept any other command.

SRB SRSS inhibits are removed. The SRB destruct system is now live.

00:00:12 The MPS helium fill is terminated. The MPS helium system flows to the
pneumatic control system at each SSME inlet to control various essential
functions.

00:00:10 LPS issues a "go" for SSME start. This is the last required ground
command. The ground computers inform the orbiter onboard computers
that they have a "go" for SSME start. The GLS retains hold capability until
just prior to SRB ignition.
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00:00:09.7 Liquid hydrogen recirculation pumps are turned off. The recirculation
pumps provide for flow of fuel through the SSMEs during the terminal
count. These are supplied by ground power and are powered in
preparation for SSME start.

00:00:09.7 In preparation for SSME ignition, flares are ignited under the SSMEs. This
burns away any free gaseous hydrogen that may have collected under the
SSMEs during prestart operations.

The orbiter goes on internal cooling at this time; the ground coolant units
remain powered on until lift-off as a contingency for an aborted launch.
The orbiter will redistribute heat within the orbiter until approximately 125
seconds after lift-off, when the orbiter flash evaporators will be turned on.

00:00:09.5 The SSME engine chill-down sequence is complete and the onboard
computers command the three MPS liquid hydrogen prevalves to open.
(The MPSs three liquid oxygen prevalves were opened during ET tank
loading to permit engine chill-down.) These valves allow liquid hydrogen
and oxygen flow to the SSME turbopumps.

00:00:09.5 Command decoders are powered off. The command decoders are units
that allow ground control of some onboard components. These units are
not needed during flight.

00:00:06.6 The main fuel and oxidizer valves in each engine are commanded open by
the onboard computers, permitting fuel and oxidizer flow into each SSME
for SSME start.

All three SSMEs are started at 120-millisecond intervals (SSME 3, 2, then
1) and throttle up to 100-percent thrust levels in 3 seconds under control of
the SSME controller on each SSME.

00:00:04.6 All three SSMEs are verified to be at 100-percent thrust and the SSMEs
are gimbaled to the lift-off position. If one or more of the three SSMEs
does not reach 100-percent thrust at this time, all SSMEs are shut down,
the SRBs are not ignited, and an RSLS pad abort occurs. The GLS RSLS
will perform shuttle and ground systems sating.

Vehicle bending loads caused by SSME thrust buildup are allowed to
initialize before SRB ignition. The vehicle moves towards ET including ET
approximately 25.5 inches.
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00:00:00 The two SRBs are ignited under command of the four onboard PASS
computers, the four hold-down explosive bolts on each SRB are initiated
(each bolt is 28 inches long and 3.5 inches in diameter), and the two T-0
umbilicals on each side of the spacecraft are retracted. The onboard
timers are started and the ground launch sequence is terminated. All three
SSMEs are at 104-percent thrust. Boost guidance in attitude hold.

00:00 Lift-off.
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STS-50 MISSION HIGHLIGHTS TIMELINE

Editor'sNote:The followingtimelinelistsselected highlightsonly. For fulldetail,please
referto the NASA MissionOperationsDirectorateSTS-50 FlightPlan, AscentChecklist.
Post InsertionChecklist,SDacelabActivation/DeactivationChecklist,J_
Checklist,and E,EEY_.

T+ (PLUS)
DAY/

HR:MIN:SEC EVENT

DAY ZERO

0/00:00:07 Tower is cleared (SRBs above lightning-rod tower).

0/00:00:10 180-degree positive roll maneuver (right-clockwise) is
started. Pitchprofile is headsdown(astronauts),wings
level.

0/00:00:18 Roll maneuver ends.

0/00:00:32 All three SSMEs throttledown from 104 to 72 percentfor
maximumaerodynamic load (max q).

0/00:01:00 All three SSMEs throttle to 104 percent.

0/00:01:04 Max q occurs.

0/00:02:06 SRBs separate.

When chamber pressure (Pc) of the SRBs is less than
50 psi, automatic separation occurs with manual flight crew
backup switch to the automatic function (does not bypass
automatic circuitry). SRBs descend to approximately 15,400
feet, when the nose cap is jettisoned and drogue chute is
deployed for initial deceleration.
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At approximately 6,600 feet, drogue chute is released and
three main parachutes on each SRB provide final
deceleration prior to splashdown in Atlantic Ocean, where
the SRBs are recovered for reuse on another mission.
Flight control system switches from SRB to orbiter RGAs.

0/00:03:56 Negative return. The vehicle is no longer capable of
return-to-launch site abort at Kennedy Space Center
runway.

0/00:06:52 Single engine press to main engine cutoff (MECO).

0/00:08:26 All three SSMEs throttle down to 67 percent for MECO.

0/00:08:29 MECO occurs at approximate velocity 25,795 feet per
second, 36 by 161 nautical miles (41 by 185 statute
miles).

0/00:08:47 ET separation is automatic with flight crew manual backup
switch to the automatic function (does not bypass automatic
circuitry).

The orbiter forward and aft RCSs, which provide attitude
hold and negative Z translation of 11 fps to the orbiter for ET
separation, are first used.

Orbiter/ET liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen umbilicals are
retracted.

Negative Z translation is complete.
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In conjunction with this thrusting period, approximately 1,700
pounds of liquid hydrogen and 3,700 pounds of liquid
oxygen are trapped in the MPS ducts and SSMEs, which
results in an approximate 7-inch center-of-gravity shift in the
orbiter. The trapped propellants would sporadically vent in
orbit, affecting guidance and creating contaminants for the
payloads. During entry, liquid hydrogen could combine with
atmospheric oxygen to form a potentially explosive mixture.
As a result, the liquid oxygen is dumped out through the
SSME combustion chamber nozzles, and the liquid
hydrogen is dumped out through the right-hand T-minus-
zero umbilical overboard fill and drain valves.

MPS dump terminates.

APUs shut down.

MPS vacuum inerting occurs.

--Remaining residual propellants are vented to space
vacuum, inerting the MPS.

--Orbiter/ET umbilical doors close (one door for liquid
hydrogen and one door for liquid oxygen) at bottom of aft
fuselage, sealing the aft fuselage for entry heat loads.

--MPS vacuum inerting terminates.

0/00:40 OMS-2 thrusting maneuver is performed, approximately
2 minutes, 21 seconds in duration, at 221 fps, 162 by 160
nautical miles.

0/00:51 Commander closes all current breakers, panel L4.

0/00:53 Mission specialist (MS)/payload specialist (PS) seat egress.

0/00:54 Commander and pilot configure GPCs for OPS-2.

0/00:57 MS configures preliminary middeck.
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0/00:59 MS configures aft flight station.

0/01:02 MS unstows, sets up, and activates PGSC.

0/01:06 Pilot activates payload bus (panel R1).

0/01:08 Commander and pilot don and configure communications.

0/01:12 Pilot maneuvers vehicle to payload bay door opening
attitude, biased negative Z local vertical, negative Y velocity
vector attitude.

0/01:15 Orbit 2 begins.

0/01:17 Commander activates radiators.

0/01:19 If go for payload bay door operations, MS configures for
payload bay door operations.

0/01:28 Pilot opens payload bay doors, manual/fit test procedures.

0/01:33 Commander switches star tracker (ST) power 2 (panel 06)
to ON.

0/01:36 Mission Control Center (MCC), Houston (H), informs crew to
"go for orbit operations."

0/01:37 MS deploys Ku-band antenna.

0/01:38 Commander and pilot seat egress.

0/01:39 Commander and pilot clothing configuration.

0/01:40 MS/PS clothing configuration.

0/01:47 MS activates Ku-band antenna.

0/01:50 Pilot initiates fuel cell auto purge.

0/01:51 MS activates teleprinter (if flown).
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0/01:53 Commander begins post-payload bay door operations and
radiator configuration.

0/01:55 MS/PS remove and stow seats.

0/01:56 Commander starts ST self-test and opens door.

0/01:57 MS configures middeck.

0/01:58 Pilot closes main B supply water dump isolation circuit
breaker, panel ML86B, opens supply water dump isolation
valve, panel R12L.

0/02:01 Pilot activates auxiliary power unit steam vent heater, panel
R2, boiler controller/heater, 3 to A, power, 3 to ON.

0/02:07 MCC informs crew to "go for Spacelab activation."

0/02:07 MS, PS begin Spacelab activation.

0/02:10 Commander, pilot configure controls for on-orbit.

0/02:10 DSO 472--intraocular pressure, and DSO 474--retinal
photography

0/02:14 Commander configures vernier drivers.

0/02:20 Pilot enables hydraulic thermal conditioning.

0/02:26 MS resets caution/warning {C/W).

0/02:28 Pilot plots fuel cell performance.

0/02:30 Blue team begins presleep activities.

0/02:43 Orbit 3 begins.

0/03:20 Ingress Spacelab.

0/03:30 Priority Group B powerdown.
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0/03:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

0/03:45 USML protein crystal growth (PCG) activation.

0/04:13 Orbit 4 begins.

0/04:40 Payload activation.

0/04:55 Maneuver to IMU alignment/COAS calibration attitude.

0/05:05 USML space acceleration measurement system (SAMS)
operations.

0/05:35 Maneuver vehicle to biased -XLV, -ZVV attitude.

0/05:43 Orbit 5 begins.

0/05:55 SAMS operations.

0/06:00 USML crystal growth facility (CGF) activation.

0/06:05 USML glovebox check.

0/06:25 CGF operations.

0/07:05 Glovebox (GBX) operations.

0/07:14 Orbit 6 begins.

0/08:15 DTO 623--cabin air monitoring.

0/08:45 Orbit 7 begins.

0/09:00 Red team begins presleep activities.

0/09:10 CGF operations.

0/09:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

0/10:15 Red team handover to blue team.
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0/10:15 Orbit 8 begins.

0/10:35 DSOs 472 and 474.

0/11:00 Red team begins sleep period.

0/11:15 USML generic bioprocessing apparatus (GBA)
undisconnect.

0/11:15 USML drop physics module (DPM) operations.

0/11:30 GBA activation.

0/11:45 Orbit 9 begins.

0/11:55 GBA load.

0/12:00 Shuttle amateur radio experiment (SAREX) setup.

0/12:15 GBA operations.

0/13:15 Orbit 10 begins.

0/14:46 Orbit 11 begins.

0/15:25 DPM operations.

0/15:30 GBX operations.

0/16:16 Orbit 12 begins.

0/16:30 DTO 658 initial setup--ergometer vibration isolation system
evaluation.

0/17:47 Orbit 13 begins.

0/18:15 DSO 904 setup--human factors.

0/18:30 DSO 904.
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0/19:00 Red team begins postsleep activities.

0/19:00 DPM operations.

0/19:17 Orbit 14 begins.

0/20:15 DTO 663 setup--acoustical noise dosimeter data.

0/20:40 DSOs 472 and 474.

0/20:47 Orbit 15 begins.

0/21:00 Blue team handover to red team.

0/21:30 DSOs 472 and 474.

0/21:30 DPM operations.

0/21:30 GBX operations.

0/21:30 Blue team begins presleep activities.

0/22:15 PCG operations.

0/22:17 Orbit 16 begins.

0/22:50 DPM operations.

0/23:00 DTO 658.

0/23:30 GBX operations.

0/23:35 DSO 904.

0/23:48 Orbit 17 begins.

MET DAY ONE

1/00:00 Blue team begins sleep period.
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1/00:30 GBX operations.

1/00:40 USML zeolite crystal growth (ZCG) activation.

1/01:18 Orbit 18 begins.

1/02:25 ZCG operations.

1/02:48 Orbit 19 begins.

1/02:55 CGF operations.

1/03:00 DSO 314--acceleration data collection.

1/03:05 GBX operations.

1/03:30 ZCG operations.

1/03:40 DPM operations.

1/04:19 Orbit 20 begins.

1/04:30 DSO 802--educational activities.

1/04:45 DPM operations.

1105:30 ZCG operations.

1/05:45 DPM operations.

1/05:49 Orbit 21 begins.

1/06:10 ZCG operations.

1/07:19 Orbit 22 begins.

1/07:30 DTO 658.

1/07:45 DPM operations.
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1/07:50 DSO 904.

1/08:00 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

1/08:10 ZCG operations.

1/08:45 SAMS operations.

1/08:50 Orbit 23 begins.

1/08:55 DSOs 472 and 474.

1/09:15 Red team handover to blue team.

1/09:30 Red team begins presleep activities.

1/09:45 DTO 663--acoustical noise dosimeter data.

1/09:45 DPM operations.

1/10:10 ZCG operations.

1/10:20 GBA operations.

1/10:20 Orbit 24 begins.

1/10:40 DTO 658.

1/11:00 Red team begins sleep period.

1/11:05 GBX operations.

1/11:25 SAREX operations--Ohio Boy Scouts.

1/11:50 Orbit 25 begins.

1/12:10 ZCG operations.

1/12:30 DTO 665--acoustic noise sound level data.
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1/13:21 Orbit 26 begins.

1/14:30 ZCG operations.

1/14:30 GBX operations.

1/14:30 DPM operations.

1/14:51 Orbit 27 begins.

1/15:00 DTO 665.

1/16:10 ZCG operations.

1/16:22 Orbit 28 begins.

1/16:50 DPM operations.

1/17:52 Orbit 29 begins.

1/18:00 Lower body negative pressure (LBNP) setup.

1/18:10 ZCG operations.

1/18:50 DTO 658.

1/19:00 Red team begins postsleep activities.

1/19:20 SAMS operations.

1/19:22 Orbit 30 begins.

1/20:10 ZCG operations.

1/20:15 DTO 663.

1/20:30 Blue team handover to red team.

1/20:45 Blue team begins presleep activities.
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1/20:52 Orbit 31 begins.

1/21:00 DTO 665.

1/21:00 USML surface tension driven convection experiment
(STDCE) operations.

1/21:00 GBX operations.

1/21:30 DSO 618--effects of intense exercise.

1/22:23 Orbit 32 begins.

1/22:25 DPM operations.

1/22:45 ZCG operations.

1/23:00 DTO 658.

1/23:00 GBX operations.

1/23:00 Blue team begins sleep period.

1/23:15 LBNP operations.

1/23:53 Orbit 33 begins.

MET DAY TWO

2/00:00 Investigationsinto polymer membraneprocessing (IPMP)
activation.

2/00:15 ZCG operations.

2/00:30 DTO 623--cabin air monitoring.

2/01:05 IPMP deactivation.

2/01:23 Orbit 34 begins.
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2/02:00 ZCG operations.

2/02:53 Orbit 35 begins.

2/03:05 SAMS operations.

2/03:05 PCG operations.

2/04:10 ZCG operations.

2/04:15 LBNP operations.

2/04:23 Orbit 36 begins.

2/05:54 Orbit 37 begins.

2/06:10 ZCG operations.

2/07:00 DTO 658.

2/07:00 GBX operations.

2/07:00 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

2/07:24 Orbit 38 begins.

2/08:05 DTO 658.

2/08:10 SAMS operations.

2/08:15 Red team handover to blue team.

2/08:30 Red team begins presleep activities.

2/08:30 ZCG operations.

2/08:40 DTO 663.

2/08:45 DSO 602--heart rate and blood pressure variability during
space flight.
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2/08:55 Orbit 39 begins.

2/09:10 GBX operations.

2/09:15 DPM operations.

2/10:00 Red team begins sleep period.

2/10:10 ZCG operations.

2/10:25 Orbit 40 begins.

2/10:30 DSO 802.

2/11:55 Orbit 41 begins.

2/12:10 ZCG operations.

2/13:20 GBX operations.

2/13:25 Orbit 42 begins.

2/13:45 DPM operations.

2/14:10 ZCG operations.

2/14:30 DTO 665.

2/14:55 Orbit 43 begins.

2/15:10 GBA operations.

2/15:10 DPM operations.

2/16:10 ZCG operations.

2/16:26 Orbit 44 begins.

2/16:30 GBX operations.
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2/17:30 DPM operations.

2/1,7:45 DTO 658.

2/17:55 ZCG operations.

2/17:56 Orbit45 begins.

2/18:00 Red team beginspostsleepactivities.

2/19:15 DTO 663.

2/19:25 SAMS operations.

2/19:27 Orbit 46 begins.

2/19:30 Blueteam handoverto red team.

2/19:45 Blueteam beginspresleepactivities.

2/20:00 DPM operations.

2/20:10 ZCG operations.

2/20:15 DSO 904.

2/20:56 Orbit47 begins.

2/21:00 GBX operations.

2/21:30 DTO 665.

2/22:00 DTO 658.

2/22:00 Blueteam beginssleep period.

2/22:10 ZCG operations.
s- _-

2/22:27 Orbit 48 begins.
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2/22:40 SAREX operations--Laporte, Texas.

2/23:57 Orbit 49 begins.

MET DAY THREE

3/00:00 SAREX operations--U.S,school.

3/00:10 ZCG operations.

3/00:40 DSO 904.

3/01:28 Orbit 50 begins.

3/02:00 DPM operations.

3/02:00 GB× operations.

3/02:10 ZCG operations.

3/02:58 Orbit51 begins.

3/04:10 ZCG operations.

3/04:28 Orbit52 begins.

3/05:30 DTO 658.

3/05:58 Orbit53 begins.

3/06:00 Blueteam beginspostsleepactivities.

3/06:10 ZCG operations.

3/06:10 DPM operations.

3/06:20 DTO 665.

3/07:05 DTO 658.
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3/07:10 SAMS operations.

3/07:15 Red team handover to blue team.

3/07:29 Orbit 54 begins.

3/07:30 DTO 663.

3/07:30 Red team begins presleep activities.

3/07:45 DSO 602.

3/07:55 GBA operations.

3/07:55 DPM operations.

3/08:10 ZCG operations.

3/08:59 Orbit 55 begins.

3/09:00 Red team begins sleep period.

3/09:05 GBX operations.

3/09:55 ZCG operations.

3/10:00 SAREX operations--Ohio Boy Scouts.

3/10:30 Orbit 56 begins.

3/11:59 Orbit 57 begins.

3/12:10 ZCG operations.

3/12:45 DPM operations.

3/12:55 GBX operations.

3/13:30 Orbit 58 begins.
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3/14:10 ZCG operations.

3/15:00 GBX operations.

3/15:01 Orbit 59 begins.

3/16:10 ZCG operations.

3/16:30 Orbit 60 begins.

3/16:40 DTO 658.

3/16:45 DPM operations.

3/17:00 Red team begins postsleep activities.

3/18:00 DTO 663.

3/18:02 Orbit 61 begins.

3/18:10 SAMS operations.

3/18:15 Blue team handover to red team.

3/18:30 ZCG operations.

3/18:30 DSOs 472 and 474.

3/18:45 DTO 623.

3/18:50 Blue team begins presleep activities.

3/18:55 LBNP operations.

3/19:28 Orbit 62 begins.

3/20:10 ZCG operations.

3/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.
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3/20:45 DTO 658.

3/21:02 Orbit 63 begins.

3/21:40 SAMS operations.

3/21:45 GBX operations.

3/22:10 ZCG operations.

3/22:32 Orbit 64 begins.

3/23:55 DPM operations.

MET DAY FOUR

f 4/00:00 GBX operations.

4/00:02 Orbit 65 begins.

4/00:05 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

4/00:10 ZCG operations.

4/01:32 Orbit 66 begins.

4/02:10 ZCG operations.

4/02:15 LBNP operations.

4/02:30 DSO 904.

4/03:03 Orbit 67 begins.

4/04:10 ZCG operations.

4/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

4/04:33 Orbit 68 begins.
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4/o4:5o DTO 658.

4/05:55 SAMS operations.

4/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

4/06:03 Orbit 69 begins.

4/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

4/06:15 ZCG operations.

4/06:20 DTO 663.

4/06:30 STDCE operations.

4/07:30 DTO 658.

4/07:30 DPM operations.

4/07:33 Orbit 70 begins.

4/08:05 ZCG operations.

4/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

4/09:03 Orbit 71 begins.

4/10:10 ZCG operations.

4/10:34 Orbit 72 begins.

4/11:55 DPM operations.

4/11:55 STDCE operations.

4/12:04 Orbit 73 begins.

4/12:10 ZCG operations.
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4/13:15 GBA operations.

4/13:30 GBX operations.

4/13:34 Orbit 74 begins.

4/14:10 ZCG operations.

4/14:45 GBX operations.

4/15:00 ZCG operations.

4/15:00 DPM operations.

4/15:05 Orbit 75 begins.

4/15:45 STDCE operations.

4/16:10 ZCG operations.

4/16:20 DTO 658.

4/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

4/16:34 Orbit 76 begins.

4/17:45 DSOs 472 and 474.

4/17:55 SAMS operations.

4/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.

4/18:05 Orbit 77 begins.

4/18:15 ZCG operations.

4/18:15 DTO 663.

4/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.
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4/18:30 DPM operations.

4/18:30 GBX operations.

4/19:35 Orbit 78 begins.

4/19:50 DTO 658.

4/20:10 ZCG operations.

4/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

4/21:05 Orbit 79 begins.

4/22:10 ZCG operations.

4/22:35 Orbit 80 begins.

4/23:30 DPM operations.

MET DAY FIVE

5/00:06 Orbit81 begins.

5/00:10 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

5/00:10 ZCG operations.

5/01:30 GBX operations.

5/01:36 Orbit 82 begins.

5/02:10 ZCG operations.

5/03:06 Orbit 83 begins.

5/03:30 GBX operations.

5/04:10 ZCG operations.
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5/04:15 DTO 658.

5/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

5/04:36 Orbit 84 begins.

5/04:40 DTO 665.

5/05:30 DTO 623.

5/05:50 DTO 658.

5/05:55 SAMS operations.

5/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

5/06:07 Orbit 85 begins.

5/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

5/06:15 ZCG operations.

5/06:20 DSOs 472 and 474.

5/06:30 GBA operations.

5/06:30 DPM operations.

5/06:40 DTO 663.

5/07:37 Orbit 86 begins.

5/07:55 GBX operations.

5/08:10 ZCG operations.

5/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

5/08:30 DPM operations.
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5/08:30 DSO 602.

5/08:30 DSO 802.

5/09:07 Orbit 87 begins.

5/09:40 GBX operations.

5/10:00 DPM operations.

5/10:10 ZCG operations.

5/10:37 Orbit 88 begins.

5/11:30 DPM operations.

5/12:08 Orbit 89 begins.

5/12:15 ZCG operations.

5/12:15 DPM operations.

5/12:45 GBX operations.

5/13:38 Orbit 90 begins.

5/14:10 ZCG operations.

5/14:15 GBX operations.

5/14:55 GBX operations.

5/15:08 Orbit 91 begins.

5/15:10 GBX operations.

5/15:15 SAMS operations.

5/15:25 GBX operations.
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5/15:35 GBX operations.

5/1.6:00 DTO 658.

5/16:10 ZCG operations.

5/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

5/16:38 Orbit 92 begins.

5/17:45 DTO 663.

5/17:55 GBX operations.

5/17:55 SAMS operations.

5/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.

5/18:08 Orbit 93 begins.

5/18:15 ZCG operations.

5/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.

5/18:30 DPM operations.

5/19:38 Orbit 94 begins.

5/20:10 ZCG operations.

5/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

5/20:35 DTO 658.

5/21:08 Orbit 95 begins.

5/21:20 SAREX operations--Laporte, Texas.

5/21:30 GBX operations.
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5/21:35 DPM operations.

5/22:10 ZCG operations.

5/22:39 Orbit 96 begins.

5/22:40 SAREX operations--U.S, schools and Calif., JSC, and Fla.

5/23:05 USML astroculture (ASC) activation.

5/23:45 GBX operations.

5/23:55 GBX operations.

MET DAY SiX

6/00:09 Orbit97 begins.

6/00:10 ASC operations.

6/00:25 ZCG operations.

6/01:39 Orbit98 begins.

6/02:10 ZCG operations.

6/02:20 ASC operations.

6/02:40 DSO 802.

6/03:10 Orbit99 begins.

6/04:10 ZCG operations.

6/04:30 Blueteam beginspostsleepactivities.

6/04:40 Orbit 100 begins.

6/04:45 DTO 658.
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6/05:25 ASC operations.

6/05:55 SAMS operations.

6/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

6/06:10 Orbit 101 begins.

6/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

6/06:15 ZCG operations.

6/06:20 DTO 663.

6/06:30 STDCE operations.

6/07:20 ASC operations.

6/07:30 DSO 602.

6/07:40 DTO 658.

6/07:40 Orbit 102 begins.

6/07:55 GBX operations.

6/08:00 ZCG operations.

6/08:15 GBX operations.

6/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

6/09:10 Orbit 103 begins.

6/10:15 ZCG operations.

6/10:20 ASC operations.

6/10:41 Orbit 104 begins.
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6/12:10 ZCG operations.

6/12:11 Orbit 105 begins.

6/12:15 ASC operations.

6/12:45 GBX operations.

6/12:50 STDCE operations.

6/13:00 DPM operations.

6/13:40 GBA operations.

6/13:41 Orbit 106 begins.

6/14:00 ZCG operations.

6/14:05 ASC operations.

6/15:11 Orbit 107 begins.

6/15:25 DTO 658.

6/15:30 GBX operations.

6/15:35 ASC operations.

6/15:50 STDCE operations.

6/16:20 ZCG operations.

6/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

6/16:30 DPM operations.

6/16:41 Orbit 108 begins.

6/16:45 GBX operations.
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6/17:40 SAREX operations--Adelaide, Australia school.

6/17:55 SAMS operations.

6/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.

6/18:12 Orbit 109 begins.

6/18:15 ASC operations.

6/18:15 DTO 663.

6/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.

6/18:30 DPM operations.
,f

6/18:35 ZCG operations.

6/19:15 SAREX operations.

6/19:30 GBX operations.

6/19:42 Orbit 110 begins.

6/20:00 SAREX operations.

6/20:15 ZCG operations.

6/20:25 ASC operations.

6/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

6/20:30 DTO 658.

6/21:12 Orbit 111 begins.

6/21:40 ASC operations.

6/22:10 ZCG operations.
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6/22:25 USML solid surface combustion experiment (SSCE)
operations.

6/22:42 Orbit 112 begins.

6/22:50 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

MET DAY SEVEN

7/00:12 Orbit 113 begins.

7/00:15 ZCG operations.

7/00:15 DPM operations.

7/00:30 ASC operations.

7/01:00 GBX operations.

7/01:43 Orbit 114 begins.

7/02:10 ZCG operations.

7/02:20 DTO 623.

7/02:50 SAREX operations--Johannesburg, South Africa.

7/03:10 ASC operations.

7/03:13 Orbit 115 begins.

7/04:10 ZCG operations.

7/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

7/04:43 Orbit 116 begins.

7/04:50 DTO 658.

7/05:50 DTO 658.
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7/05:55 SAMS operations.

7/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

7/06:13 Orbit 117 begins.

7/06:15 ZCG operations.

7/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

7/06:20 DTO 663.

7/06:30 DSO 602.

7/06:30 DPM operations.

7/07:30 GBX operations.

7/07:43 Orbit 118 begins.

7/08:10 ZCG operations.

7/08:20 CGF operations.

7/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

7/09:00 DSO 314.

7/09:14 Orbit 119 begins.

7/09:20 CGF operations.

7/09:25 GBX operations.

7/10:05 ZCG operations.

7/10:43 Orbit 120 begins.

7/11:55 SAMS operations.
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7/12:00 DPM operations.

7/1.2:10 ZCG operations.

7/12:13 Orbit 121 begins.

7/12:30 GBA operations.

7/13:43 Orbit 122 begins.

7/14:05 DPM operations.

7/14:10 ZCG operations.

7/14:35 GBX operations.

7/15:14 Orbit 123 begins.

7/15:15 DSO 904.

7/15:50 DTO 658.

7/16:05 ZCG operations.

7/16:10 SAREX operations--Sidney, Australia school.

7/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

7/16:44 Orbit 124 begins.

7/16:55 SAMS operations.

7/17:35 DTO 663.

7/17:55 ZCG operations.

7/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.

7/18:14 Orbit 125 begins.
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7/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.

7/18:45 DPM operations.

7/19:30 GBX operations.

7/19:44 Orbit 126 begins.

7/20:00 ZCG operations.

7/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

7/20:30 DTO 658.

7/21:15 Orbit 127 begins.

7/21:15 SAREX operations.

7/21:45 GBX operations.

7/22:10 ZCG operations.

7/22:45 Orbit 128 begins.

7/23:10 GBX operations.

MET DAY EIGHT

8/00:10 ZCG operations.

8/00:10 GBX operations.

8/00:15 Orbit 129 begins.

8/00:15 ASC operations.

8/01:10 DPM operations.

8/01:20 SAREX operations--Swaziland school.
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8/01:20 ASC operations.

8/01:45 Orbit 130 begins.

8/02:10 ZCG operations.

8/03:15 Orbit 131 begins.

8/03:35 ASC operations.

8/04:20 ZCG operations.

8/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

8/04:45 Orbit 132 begins.

8/04:50 DTO 658.

8/05:55 SAMS operations.

8/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

8/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

8/06:15 Orbit 133 begins.

8/06:15 ZCG operations.

8/06:20 DTO 663.

8/06:40 STDCE operations.

8/06:50 ASC operations.

8/07:30 DTO 658.

8/07:30 GBX operations.

8/07:45 Orbit 134 begins.
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8/08:10 ZCG operations.

8/08:15 STDCE operations.

8/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

8/09:16 Orbit 135 begins.

8/09:30 ASC operations.
,J

8/09:35 GBX operations.

8/09:50 GBX operations.

8/10:05 GBX operations.

8/10:10 ZCG operations.

8/10:15 GBX operations.

8/10:30 GBX operations.

8/10:46 Orbit 136 begins.

8/10:50 GBX operations.

8/10:55 ASC operations.

8/11:10 GBX operations.

8/11:25 GBX operations.

8/11:40 GBX operations.

8/12:05 STDCE operations.

8/12:10 ZCG operations.

8/12:16 Orbit 137 begins.
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8/12:45 GBX operations.

8/1.3:30 GBA operations.

8/13:35 ASC operations.

8/13:46 Orbit 138 begins.

8/14:10 ZCG operations.

8/14:30 DSO 904.

8/15:00 GBX operations.

8/15:16 Orbit 139 begins.

8/15:30 DTO 658.

8/15:30 GBX operations.

8/15:40 ASC operations.

8/16:00 STDCE operations.

8/16:15 ZCG operations.

8/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

8/16:47 Orbit 140 begins.

8/17:20 ASC operations.

8/17:35 SAMS operations.

8/17:40 GBX operations.

8/17:45 STDCE operations.

8/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.
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8/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.

8/18:17 Orbit 141 begins.

8/18:25 SAREX operations.

8/18:30 LBNP operations.

8/18:35 DTO 663.

8/18:40 ZCG operations.

8/19:45 DTO 658.

8/19:45 ASC operations.

8/19:47 Orbit 142 begins.

8/20:10 ZCG operations.

8/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

8/21:17 Orbit 143 begins.

8/21:20 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

8/21:55 ASC operations.

8/22:15 ZCG operations.

8/22:30 DTO 623.

8/22:47 Orbit 144 begins.

8/23:30 ASC operations.

MET DAY NINE

9/00:15 ZCG operations.
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9/00:17 Orbit 145 begins.

9/00:50 GBX operations.

9/01:47 Orbit 146 begins.

9/02:00 ASC operations.

9/02:00 GBX operations.

9/03:10 GBX operations.

9/03:17 Orbit 147 begins.

9/03:45 SAMS operations.

9/04:00 DTO 658.

9/04:10 ZCG operations.

9/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

9/04:48 Orbit 148 begins.

9/05:20 GBX operations.

9/05:50 DTO 658.

9/05:55 SAMS operations.

9/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

9/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

9/06:15 ZCG operations.

9/06:18 Orbit 149 begins.

9/06:20 DTO 663.
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9/06:30 GBX operations.

9/06:30 DPM operations.

9/07:35 GBX operations.

9/07:48 Orbit 150 begins.

9/08:10 ZCG operations.

9/08:20 GBX operations.

9/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

9/08:35 GBX operations.

9/08:50 GBX operations.

9/09:05 GBX operations.

9/09:18 Orbit 151 begins.

9/09:30 GBX operations.

9/09:45 GBX operations.

9/10:00 GBX operations.

9/10:15 GBX operations.

9/10:15 ZCG operations.

9/10:20 DPM operations.

9/10:48 Orbit 152 begins.

9/10:50 GBX operations.

9/11:50 GBX operations.
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9/12:00 DPM operations.

9/12:18 Orbit 153 begins.

9/12:20 ZCG operations.

9/12:30 ZCG operations.

9/12:50 DPM operations.

9/13:25 GBX operations.

9/13:48 Orbit 154 begins.

9/14:00 GBX operations.

9/14:25 ZCG operations,

9/14:30 GBX operations.

9/15:18 Orbit 155 begins.

9/15:25 GBA operations.

9/16:20 DTO 658.

9/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

9/16:48 Orbit 156 begins.

9/17:00 GBX operations.

9/17:55 SAMS operations.

9/18:00 Blue team handover to red team.

9/18:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.

9/18:15 DSO 621--Florinef.
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9/18:18 Orbit 157 begins.

9/18:35 GBX operations.

9/18:40 DSO 621.

9/19:30 LBNP operations.

9/19:45 DTO 658.

9/19:48 Orbit 158 begins.

9/20:05 SAREX operations--JSC, MSFC, Fla.

9/20:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

9/21:19 Orbit 159 begins.

9/21:25 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

9/22:49 Orbit 160 begins.

9/23:30 GBX operations.

9/23:35 LBNP operations.

MET DAY TEN

10/00:19 Orbit 161 begins.

10/01:49 Orbit 162 begins.

10/03:19 Orbit 163 begins.

10/04:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

10/04:30 DSO 621.

10/04:49 Orbit 164 begins.
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10/05:55 SAMS operations.

10/05:55 GBX operations.

10/06:00 Red team handover to blue team.

10/06:15 DSO 621.

10/06:15 Red team begins presleep activities.

10/06:15 DTO 658.

10/06:19 Orbit 165 begins.

10/06:30 DSOs 472 and 474.

10:06:30 DSO 602.

10/07:05 DPM operations.

10/07:30 DTO 658.

10/07:30 DSO 602.

10/07:49 Orbit 166 begins.

10/07:55 GBX operations.

10/08:00 GBA operations.

10/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

10/09:20 Orbit 167 begins.

10/09:30 GBX operations.

10/10:50 Orbit 168 begins.

10/11:55 GBX operations.
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10/12:20 Orbit 169 begins.

10/13:00 DPM operations.

10/13:50 Orbit 170 begins.

10/13:50 DSO 904.

10/15:20 Orbit 171 begins.

10/16:15 SAREX operations--Carnarvon, Australia school.

10/16:25 GBX operations.

10/16:30 DSO 621.

10/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

10/16:50 Orbit 172 begins.

10/17:20 DTO 658.

10/17:45 GBX operations.

10/18:20 Orbit 173 begins.

10/18:20 SAREX operations--Calif., MSFC.

10/18:25 SAMS operations.

10/18:30 Blue team handover to red team.

10/18:45 DTO 623.

10/19:00 ZCG deactivation.

10/19:00 GBX operations.

10/19:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.
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10/19:15 DSO 621.

10/19:50 Orbit 174 begins.

10/19:55 SAREX operations--U.S, school.

10/20:15 DTO 658.

10/20:15 LBNP operations.

10/21:20 Orbit 175 begins.

10/21:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

10/22:50 Orbit 176 begins.

10/23:55 SAMS operations.

10/23:55 GBX operations.

MET DAY ELEVEN

11/00:20 Orbit 177 begins.

11/00:55 LBNP operations.

11/01:50 Orbit 178 begins.

11/03:20 Orbit 179 begins.

11/03:35 GBX operations.

11/04:51 Orbit 180 begins.

11/05:25 DTO 658.

11/05:30 DSO 621.

11/05:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.
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11/05:50 CGF operations.

11/06:21 Orbit 181 begins.

11/06:30 SAMS operations.

11/06:40 RCS orbit adjustment 1 burn.

11/06:45 Red team handover to b_ueteam.

11/07:00 Red team begins presleep activities.

11/07:15 DSO 602.

11/07:25 RCS orbit adjustment 2 burn.

11/07:30 GBA operations.

11/07:51 Orbit 182 begins.

11/08:05 DSO 314.

11/08:30 Red team begins sleep period.

11/08:30 GBX operations.

11/08:45 DPM operations.

11/08:50 DTO 658.

11/09:21 Orbit 183 begins.

11/10:30 DPM operations.

11/10:51 Orbit 184 begins.

11/12:21 Orbit 185 begins.

11/13:00 GBX operations.
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11/13:00 DPM operations.

11/13:51 Orbit 186 begins.

11/15:21 Orbit 187 begins.

11/16:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

11/16:30 DSO 621.

11/16:30 GBX operations.

11/16:45 DTO 658.

11/16:51 Orbit 188 begins.

11/18:20 DSOs 472 and 474.

11/18:21 Orbit 189 begins.

11/18:40 SAMS operations.

11/18:45 Crew press conference.

11/19:00 Blue team handover to red team.

11/19:30 GBX operations.

11/19:35 GBA operations.

11/19:40 FCS checkout.

11/19:51 Orbit 190 begins.

11/19:55 DSOs 472 and 474.

11/20:15 DSO 621.

11/20:15 Blue team begins presleep activities.
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11/21:10 PCG deactivation.

11[21:22 Orbit 191 begins.

11/21:50 DSO 618.

11/22:30 Blue team begins sleep period.

11/22:52 Orbit 192 begins.

11/23:00 DTO 658--EVIS final stow.

11/23:30 LBNP operations.

MET DAY TWELVE

"- 12/00:22 Orbit 193 begins.

12/01:15 SAREX stow.

12/01:30 DSO 904 stow.

12/01:52 Orbit 194 begins.

12/01:55 Cabin stow.

12/02:00 DTO 623.

12/02:00 LBNP deactivation/stow.

12/03:00 PCGG deactivation.

12/03:22 Orbit 195 begins.

12/04:40 GBX shutdown.

12/04:52 Orbit 196 begins.

12/05:00 DSO 621.
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12/05:00 Red team begins presleep activities.

12/05:10 SAMS operations.

12/06:22 Orbit 197 begins.

12/06:30 Blue team begins postsleep activities.

12/06:45 Red team handover to blue team.

12/07:30 Red team begins sleep period.

12/07:52 Orbit 198 begins.

12/08:00 DSO 620--seat egress at wheel stop (video calibration).

12/09:00 Terminate biased -XLV, -ZVV attitude.

12/09:22 Orbit 199 begins.

12/10:30 DSO 621.

12/10:35 Priority Group B powerup.

12/10:52 Orbit 200 begins.

12/10:55 DSO 621.

12/11:45 SAMS operations.

12/12:00 Payload deactivation.

12/12:00 CGF deactivation.

12/12:00 SAMS maneuver.

12/12:10 DTO 910--orbiter acceleration research experiment (OARE).

12/12:10 SAMS OARE calibration.
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12/12:22 Orbit 201 begins.

12/12:30 Spacelab deactivation.

12/12:35 SAMS operations.

12/12:55 OARE drag test.

12/13:15 DSO 603--orthostatic function entry preparation.

12/13:20 Egress Spacelab.

12/13:30 Red team begins postsleep activities.

12/13:30 DSO 621.

12/13:52 Orbit 202 begins.

12/14:00 Ku-band antenna stow.

12/14:30 DSO 603.

12/14:55 DSO 603.

12/15:00 RCS hot fire test.

12/15:22 Orbit 203 begins.

12/15:27 Begin deorbit preparation.

12/15:27 CRT timer setup.

12/15:32 Commander initiates coldsoako

12/15:41 Stow radiators, if required.

12/15:59 Commander configures DPS for deorbit preparation.

12/16:02 Mission Control Center updates IMU star pad, if required.
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12/16:11 MS configures for payload bay door closure.

12/16:20 Ku-band antenna stow.

12/16:22 MCC-H gives "go/no-go" command for payload bay door
closure.

12/16:25 Maneuver vehicle to IMU alignment attitude.

12/16:47 IMU alignment/payload bay door operations.

12/16:52 Orbit 204 begins.

12/17:02 Burn maneuver.

12/17:10 MCC gives the crew the go for OPS 3.

12/17:13 Maneuver vehicle to deorbit burn attitude.

12/17:17 Pilot starts repressurization of SSME systems.

12/17:21 Commander and pilot perform DPS entry configuration.

12/17:30 MS deactivates ST and closes ST doors.

12/17:32 All crew members verify entry payload switch list.

12/17:47 All crew members perform entry review.

12/17:49 Crew begins fluid loading, 32 fluid ounces of water with salt
over next 1.5 hours (2 salt tablets per 8 ounces).

12/18:02 Commander and pilot configure clothing.

12/18:17 MS/PS configure clothing.

12/18:22 Orbit 205 begins.

12/18:27 Commander and pilot seat ingress.
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12/18:29 Commander and pilot set up heads-up display (HUD).

12/18:31 Commander and pilot adjust seat, exercise brake pedals.

12/18:39 Final entry deorbit update/uplink.

12/18:45 OMS thrust vector control gimbal check is performed.

12/18:47 APU prestarL

12/19:02 Close vent doors.

12/19:06 MCC-H gives "go" for deorbit burn period.

12/19:12 Maneuver vehicle to deorbit burn attitude.

12/19:15 MS/PS ingress seats.

12/19:24 First APU is activated.

12/19:27 Deorbit burn.

12/19:33 Initiate post-deorbit burn period attitude.

12/19:37 Terminate post-deorbit burn attitude.

12/19:45 Dump forward RCS, if required.

12/19:52 Orbit 206 begins.

12/19:53 Activate remaining APUs.

12/19:56 Entry interface, 400,000 feet altitude.

12/19:59 Enter communication blackout.

12/20:01 Automatically deactivate RCS roll thrusters.

12/20:08 Automatically deactivate RCS pitch thrusters.
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12/20:12 Initiate PTIs.

12/20:13 Initiate first roll reversal.

12/20:17 Exit communications blackout.

12/20:17 Initiate second roll reversal.

12/20:17 TACAN acquisition.

12/20:19 Initiate air data system (ADS) probe deploy.

12/20:20 Initiate third roll reversal.

12/20:22 Begin entry/terminal area energy management (TAEM).

12/20:22 Initiate payload bay venting.

12/20:23 Terminate PTIs.

12/20:24 Automatically deactivate RCS yaw thrusters.

12/20:27 Begin TAEM/approach/landing (A/L) interface.

12/20:27 Initiate landing gear deployment.

12/20:28 Vehicle has weight on main landing gear.

12/20:28 Vehicle has weight on nose landing gear.

12/20:28 Initiate main landing gear braking.

12/20:29 Wheel stop.
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GLOSSARY

A/G air-to-ground
AA accelerometer assembly
ACS active cooling system
ADS air data system
AFB Air Force base
A/L approach and landing
AOS acquisition of signal
APC autonomous payload controller
APU auxiliary power unit
ASC Astroculture
ASE airborne support equipment

BFS backup flight control system

CCD charge-coupled device
CDMS command and data management subsystem
CGF crystal growth furnace
COAS crewman optical alignment sight
CRT cathode ray tube
C/W caution/warning

DAP digital autopilot
DOD Department of Defense
DPM drop physics module
DPS data processing system
DSO detailed supplementary objective
DTO development test objective

EAFB Edwards Air Force Base
ECLSS environmental control and life support system
EDO extended duration orbiter
EDOMP extended duration orbiter medical project
EHF extremely high frequency
ELV expendable launch vehicle
EMU extravehicular mobility unit
EOM end of mission
EPS electrical power system
ET external tank
ETR Eastern Test Range
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EV extravehicular
EVA extravehicular activity
EVIS ergometer vibration isolation system

FC fuel cell
FCS flight control system
FES flash evaporator system
FES fluids experiment system
FDF flight data file
FPS feet per second
FRCS forward reaction control system
FTA fluid test article

GBA generic bioprocessing apparatus
GBX glovebox
GLS ground launch sequencer
GN&C guidance, navigation, and control
GPC general-purpose computer
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center

HAINS high accuracy inertial navigation system
HRM high-rate multiplexer
HUD heads-up display

IFM in-flight maintenance
IMU inertial measurement unit
IPMP investigations into polymer membrane processing
IR infrared
IV intravehicular

JSC Johnson Space Center

KSC Kennedy Space Center

LACE low-power atmospheric compensation experiment satellite
LBNP lower body negative pressure
LCD liquid crystal display
LES launch escape system
LPS launch processing system
LRU line replaceable unit

MCC-H Mission Control Center--Houston
MDM multiplexer/demultiplexer
MECO main engine cutoff
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MET mission elapsed time
MILA Merritt Island
MLP mobile launcher platform
MM major mode
MPESS mission-peculiar equipment support structure
MPS main propulsion system
MS mission specialist
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center

NC phase angle adjustment maneuver
NCC corrective combination maneuver
NH differential height adjustment
NMI nautical miles
NOR Northrup Strip
NPC plane change maneuver
NSR coelliptic maneuver

O&C operations and checkout
OAA orbiter access arm
OARE orbital acceleration research experiment

_-- OEX orbiter experiment
OMS orbital maneuvering system
OTC orbiter test conductor

PASS primary avionics software system
PCG protein crystal growth
PCMMU pulse code modulation master unit
PCS pressure control system
PGSC payload and general support computer
PI payload interrogator
PIC pyro initiator controller
POCC Payload Operations Control Center
PRD payload retention device
PRLA payload retention latch assembly
PRSD power reactant storage and distribution
PS payload specialist
PTI preprogrammed test input
P/TV photo/TV

RAAN right ascension of the ascending node
RCS reaction control system

F-, RF radio frequency
RGA rate gyro assembly
RMS remote manipulator system
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RPM revolutions per minute
ROEU remotely operated electrical umbilical
RSLS redundant-set launch sequencer
RSS range safety system
RTLS return to launch site

S&A safe and arm
SA solar array
SAF Secretary of the Air Force
SAMS space acceleration measurement system
SAREX shuttle amateur radio experiment
SHF superhigh frequency
SM statute miles
SMIDEX spacelab middeck experiments
SRB solid rocket booster
SRM solid rocket motor
SRSS shuttle range safety system
SSCE solid sui'face combustion experiment
SSME space shuttle main engine
SSP standard switch panel
SSPP solar/stellar pointing platform
ST star tracker
STA structural test article
STDCE surface tension driven convection experiment
STS Space Transportation System
SURS standard umbilical retraction/retention system

TAEM terminal area energy management
TAGS text and graphics system
TAL transatlantic landing
TDRS tracking and data relay satellite
TDRSS tracking and data relay satellite system
TFL telemetry format load
TI thermal phase initiation
TIG time of ignition
TPS thermal protection system
TSM tail service mast
TT&C telemetry, tracking, and communications
TV television
TVC thrust vector control

UHF ultrahigh frequency
USML United States Microgravity Laboratory
UVPI ultraviolet plume instrument
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VTR videotape recorder

WCS waste collection system

ZCG zeolite crystal growth
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